LIBRARIANS MEETING
Tuesday, February 9, 1999@ 2:00p.m.
Library Conference Room
Derrie Perez, newly appointed Interim Director of Tampa campus library,
was introduced by Lanny. She spoke of the many challenges of her new
position, such as the necessity of expanding staff, particularly in cataloging and
special collections. Endowment funding may be used for some new
positions--digitization, for example. Before leaving the meeting, Derrie
mentioned that she may seek insight into special collections from Kathy.
The distribution of proposed changes for Merit Pay review produced an
extended discussion about quantification vs. narrative, and the percentages.
allotted to the three criteria -- primary job responsibilities, research and service.
Lanny will see about Sarasota's progress, since our committee is anxious to get
the proposal on its way. He will also tell Joan that Tina and Ed will comprise the
next Merit Review committee for St. Pete.
Annual reviews are due by March 15.
Deb spoke of updating department home pages; she would like to "spruce
up" Reference, Circ and Bibliographic Instruction, since the Virtual Library
Training Committee wants to add this information to its links. She asked about
the need to have a departmental password, instead of individual, to change
information within a department specific to our campus.
The possibility of adding individually created web pages for staff members
was discussed. The pages could include library function, bio information with or
without picture, and links to other sites.
Ed reported that the Sprint Connection will take another two weeks for
completion. The FCLA funds are being used for 10 new PCs and network
interface cards. Tampa will be providing us with a 100Mb switch and their old
hubs.
Lanny will contact Jim Gray about the ongoing problems with the Danka
microform machines, which are no longer able to efficiently handle the heavy use
they receive. Lanny will contact Jim Gray about contract renewal and about the
possibility of exchanging our machines with some of Tampa's low-use machines.
In honor of Mrs. Parker Miller's donation to the Library, SAPL will work
together with Carol Russell's office and Sudsy to hold a reception on Friday, April
30. To facilitate the setup of events such as this, SAPL has offered to purchase
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tables_ Lanny is researching where to store these items, probably the Storage
Room_
Because of the impact of the new Saturday MBA program, it has been
suggested that the Library extend its weekend hours. An cost estimate of four
extra reference and circulation hours was made. The two major problems are
either stressing present staff or going through the difficult task of finding outside
knowledgeable help to cover such a minimal number of hours per week.
Kathy reported on the latest version of FirstSearch which she saw
demonstrated at ALA Mid-Winter meeting. It utilizes multiple databases at the
same time, and has more full text lengths and more links. She said also that Eric
FuiJText progress is moving slowly.
Deb asked for news to be included in the FACRL newsletter.

Next meeting will be Tuesday, March 9@ 2:00 pm.

Jackie, Karilyn, Signe, Tina: I typed up the ideas thrown out during our impromptu discussions about the sections of the Poynter
Homepage to which we would like to see or add value. As you think of other suggestions let me know and I can amend this. j))l-'

Nelson Poyntet· Memorial Library HOME PAGE
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Hours
Directions
Policies
ILL, Ref
Electronic resources (outdated)
(others)
Etc.

Reference

~
Annotated Bibliographies
(table format, maybe color-coded?)
User guides
Resource pages
Business
Marine Science
(others as developed)
· RAPfonn
Virtual Library link
Etc.

Bibliographic Instruction
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Instructors email/phone
Tutorial schedule
LIS 200 I bibliographies ·
LIS 200 I handouts:
competencies, requirements,
syllabi, etc.
Tour/class request form
Etc.

